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1 Introduction

Invantive Support Assistant is a product to simplify support by Invantive for eligible licenses. Invantive Support Assistant is available on Microsoft Windows only.

The following functionality is available:

- Provide interactive remote support using TeamViewer or AnyDesk.
- Re-enable an Invantive add-in on Microsoft Office.
- Reset the contents of Invantive Keychain.

2 Interactive Remote Support

Invantive Support prefers interactive support by phone and desktop sharing above support through email.

Depending on your network configuration, one or more of the following connectivity may be available:

- TeamViewer version 10
- AnyDesk

We recommend that you contact your local IT partner when neither of these products is able to connect. Please also make sure that your local IT policy allows you to request interactive remote support with Invantive.

3 Re-enable Invantive Office Add-in

Invantive provides a number of Microsoft Office-based add-ins on the Windows platform. However, add-ins can be disabled by a variety of reasons, such as:

- A program crash when an add-in is executing.
- A user rebooting the PC when an add-in is executing.
- Microsoft Office considering the add-in to start too slowly.
- And many more.

To re-enable an Invantive Office Add-in, you can go to the Add-ins submenu in File. And there navigate to COM Add-ins and re-enable the add-in.

Or you can use of the buttons of the Invantive Support Assistant to re-enable the desired add-in:
4 Reset Invantive Keychain

Invantive Keychain stores and manages credentials for connected platforms such as Exact Online, Salesforce and traditional databases and license keys. All data is protected by a user-specific key, managed by Microsoft Windows.

Very infrequently, system management activities can trigger the user-specific to become invalid. For instance, the keys become invalid when you activate the Windows license. Therefore, only install Invantive products after activating your Windows license.

In case the key becomes invalid, the suggested alternatives are:
- Try to recover the key from a backup.
- Re-install Windows and the Invantive products.
- Reset the key:
WARNING! When the key is reset using the menu of Invantive Support Assistance, you will no longer have access to your credentials, license keys and encrypted connection strings. The effort involved in reconstructing the contents can be very large and is not covered by Invantive support agreements or subscriptions. Therefore, always make sure that a backup & recovery procedure is in place and tested to avoid the costs of a reset of Invantive Keychain.

5 Invantive Basics
5.1 Configuration
5.1.1 Customer Service
All Invantive products exchanges messages with a central Customer Service node. These messages include:

- error messages for analysis,
- usage statistics for billing.

On Invantive-internal development workstations only, a non-standard Customer Service node can be selected by specifying a deviating URL in the environment variable INVANTIVE_CS_BASE_URL.

5.1.2 OS Platform
A variety of Invantive products is available on Windows, Linux and Mac OSX. The list of supported platforms varies per product, depending on the availability of the libraries such as Microsoft .NET Core.

The OS platform is automatically determined by Invantive software, but sometimes can raise bugs given the bleeding edge nature of Microsoft .NET Core. It is possible to overrule the automatic detection of the OS platform by assigning a value to the environment variable INVANTIVE_FORCED_OS. The following values are supported:

- windows: Microsoft Windows,
- linux: Linux,
- osx: Mac OSX.

5.1.3 Startup Checks
The Invantive products execute a number of checks at application start to ensure that the environment running the software meets a number of pre-conditions as established by Invantive. These checks can be disabled for analysis purposes and out-of-the-ordinary deployment scenarios.

Support on products is only available when checks are not manually configured.

The following environment variables allow manual configuration of the checks by setting them to 'true' or 'false':

- INVANTIVE_CHECK_SYSTEM_COMPATIBILITY: validate system compatibility.
- INVANTIVE_MAINTAIN_VSTO: re-activate Invantive VSTO add-ins when disabled.
- INVANTIVE_CHECK_OS_UPDATES: validate OS updates have been applied sufficiently recent.

Configuration of checks is solely available on the Windows OS platform.
5.1.4 Cryptography

The Invantive products use cryptographic operations to protect:

- License key
- Invantive Keychain

By default, a key pair is used and stored in the profile of the user for encryption and decryption.

**Windows**

On Windows, the encryption is normally done using Windows-managed encryption protocols. The key elements are stored in the roaming profile of the current user.

In some deployment scenarios, a user has only a temporary Windows profile. In that case it is not possible to store a key pair. This is typically signaled by an itgenlic510 error code.

As an alternative, you can configure the environment variable `INVANTIVE_CRYPTOGRAPHY` to the value "MACHINE" to use a key pair that is stored solely on the device.

By setting the environment variable `INVANTIVE_RSA` to `INVANTIVE`, encryption on Windows is also managed as on other platforms by custom Invantive code at the expense of loss of some security features. Often Windows patches break the functionality of previously Windows-managed encryption keys, typically signaled by a error like "Key not valid for use in specified state". Switching to custom Invantive code will solve this problem.

**Linux, Mac OSX, Android, iPhone, Windows on Parallels**

On all other platforms, Invantive offers solely encryption using key elements stored in files in the RSA folder.

5.1.5 UI Language

The Invantive products supported approximately ten languages. On first startup, the language of the Windows version will be used when supported. Otherwise US-English is used.

The license decides which from the languages are supported.

Additionally, the user interface language chosen can further be restricted by setting the environment variable `INVANTIVE_ALLOWED_LANGUAGE_CODES` to a comma-separated list of two characters ISO 639-1 codes.

5.1.6 Folders

The Invantive products store configuration and runtime information in a folder hierarchy. This hierarchy is located within the Invantive folder of the user profile. It can be opened in Windows Explorer by entering `%USERPROFILE%\Invantive` in the location bar.

The location of the folder hierarchy can be changed using environment variables. The central location can be changed by setting the environment variable `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_FOLDER` to a different folder.

A number of subfolders can be relocated too:

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_BACKUP_FOLDER`: the folder with backups of settings files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Backup".
- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_CACHE_FOLDER`: the folder with disk cache files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Cache".
- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_HTTP_CACHE_FOLDER`: the folder with HTTP disk cache files. Defaults to the root cache folder plus "http" and the OS-user and front-end user.

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_DATA_CACHE_CACHE_FOLDER`: the folder with Data Cache disk cache files. Defaults to the root cache folder plus "datacache". Disk cache files improve performance of HTTP downloads, but when necessary can be purged.

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_LOG_FOLDER`: the folder with log files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Log".

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_DATABASES_FOLDER`: the folder with databases files. Defaults to the master folder.

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_PLUGINS_FOLDER`: the folder with plugin files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Plugins".

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_PROVIDERS_FOLDER`: the folder with provider files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Providers".

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_RSA_FOLDER`: the folder with RSA configuration files. Defaults to the master folder plus "RSA".

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_TEMPLATES_FOLDER`: the folder with template files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Templates".

- `INVANTIVE_CONFIGURATION_TRACE_FOLDER`: the folder with trace files. Defaults to the master folder plus "Trace".

The values may contain any combination of the following placeholders which will be expanded:

- `iid`: Invantive Installation ID.
- `sessionid`: Invantiv session ID.
- `frontenduser`: name of front-end user (when available).
- `osuser`: name of operating system user.

A folder can be configured for custom translations which overrule all default translations using the environment variable `INVANTIVE_I18N_FOLDER`. 
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